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Genetic Alliance UK 
Genetic Alliance UK is the national charity working to improve the lives of patients and families affected by all types of genetic conditions. We are an alliance of over 180 patient organisations. Our aim is to ensure that high quality services, information and support are provided to all who need them. We actively support research and innovation across the field of genetic medicine. 
Genetic Alliance UK undertakes various projects and programmes that adds evidence and knowledge to improve health service provision, research and support for families. These initiatives include:  Rare Disease UK, a stakeholder coalition brought together to work with Government to develop the UK Strategy for Rare Diseases. www.raredisease.org.uk  SWAN UK (Syndromes Without A Name), a UK-wide network providing information and support to families of children without a diagnosis. www.undiagnosed.org.uk  
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Executive Summary 
This Patient Charter makes five overarching recommendations for positive change to the processes for access to medicines for rare conditions through the NHS in Scotland from a patient perspective. 
Premise 
The reforms carried out as a result of the 2013 reviews have improved patient access to medicines for rare conditions, however there are still some improvements that can and should be made 
Recommendation 
1 There is a need for an increase in representation and type of patient voice on all decision-making panels  

Page 24 

 

 The role of patients and public partners should be clarified  There should be patient representatives on the New Drugs Committee and the Scottish Medicines Consortium similar to the role of pharmaceutical industry representatives  Expert clinicians and patients who have been involved in the Patient and Clinician Engagement process should attend the following Scottish Medicines Consortium meeting to answer questions  There should be patient representatives on Area Drugs and Therapeutics Committee and Individual Patient Treatment Request/Peer Approved Clinical System panels 

 
 
 
 
 

2 Greater clarity as to the role of patient responses in Scottish Medicines Consortium decision-making is necessary 
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 The use and impact of the patient group submission should be communicated back to patient groups  Further and more comprehensive training and support for patient groups is necessary to ensure their submissions are of the highest possible quality  A repository of patient groups’ submissions should be compiled to act as a learning tool  Patient representatives should be reimbursed for attending meetings as well as for the cost of developing evidence 

 
 
 
 
 

3 The New Medicines Fund should be retained with increased transparency on its use 
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 The Scottish Government should publish annual reports detailing how New Medicines Fund funds are being spent  The New Medicines Fund should be retained as a single ring-fenced fund, not allocated to local health boards  The use of New Medicines Fund funds by local health boards should be monitored     
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4 Clarity on the process and timeframe of the transition to Peer Approved Clinical System is urgently needed 
Page 34 

    

 Details on the Peer Approved Clinical System pilot currently ongoing, the system being tested and timescales are urgently needed  No health board should be using eligibility criteria based on exceptionality during the interim period  Training and support should be provided to all relevant clinicians on a modular basis, to ensure that they are knowledgeable and confident engaging with Individual Patient Treatment Request/Peer Approved Clinical System processes on behalf of their patients  Under the new system, decisions should be made on the basis of the opinion of clinical experts rather than solely on the knowledge of Individual Patient Treatment Request panels  Consideration should be given to whether decision-making should be centralised to avoid issues of geographical inequity 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5 Careful monitoring of health board uptake of new medicines to local formularies may be necessary 
Page 38 

 
 Serious examination of the option of making Scottish Medicines Consortium recommendations on orphan, ultra orphan and end of life medicines binding for health boards may be necessary   All health boards need to improve the accessibility of their websites to increase transparency 
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Introduction 
Background to Charter work 
Genetic Alliance UK has published two groundbreaking Patient Charters, giving patient perspectives on the processes by which new rare disease medicines are made available in England: in April 2014 “Patient perspectives and priorities on NICE’s evaluation of highly specialised technologies”1 and in October 2014 “Patient perspectives and priorities on NHS England’s commissioning of medicines for rare diseases”2. 
The response to the recommendations made in the Patient Charters has been positive, and since their publication, NHS England, NICE and other stakeholders have taken a number of steps to address them. Despite these successes, there are other recommendations yet to be addressed. 
This third patient charter, on access to new medicines in Scotland, forms part of our broader programme of work around access to medicines and treatments for patients with rare, genetic and undiagnosed conditions in the United Kingdom. 
Historical Context 
In 2012-2014 the Health and Sport Committee of the Scottish Parliament and the Scottish Government conducted in depth investigations into the processes which allow Scottish residents to obtain access to new medicines on the NHS.  
The review work began in response to three petitions brought to the Parliament on behalf of patients with rare diseases, including one by the Director of Genetic Alliance UK, Alastair Kent OBE3. The petitions expressed concerns about two issues. These related to the mechanism and methodology used by the Scottish Medicines Consortium and Area Drugs and Therapeutics Committees to appraise the value of medicines for orphan diseases; and about the criteria for accessing Individual Patient Treatment Requests. These petitions were referred to the Health and Sport Committee, which agreed to undertake an enquiry. This report was published in July 20134. 
Shortly afterward, Alex Neil, then Cabinet Secretary for Health and Wellbeing, launched a three-part review into access to new medicines in Scotland. Professor Philip Routledge of Cardiff University was commissioned to review the new medicines assessment procedure of the SMC and Professor Charles Swainson of the University of Edinburgh was commissioned to review how SMC-recommended medicines were introduced into Area Drugs and Therapeutics Committee formularies, and also to examine the Individual Patient Treatment Request (IPTR) arrangements. Their reports were published in October 20135, and featured a number of recommendations for both changes to SMC and the IPTR process, which can be found in Annex 1. 
In response to the inquiry and the publication of the New Medicines Reviews, the Scottish Medicines Consortium set up a Task and Finish Group to undertake a rapid review of processes and a report6 was submitted to the Cabinet Secretary in December 2013 with a number of recommendations for reform.  These included the concept of a Patient and Clinician Engagement Group to give patient groups and clinicians a stronger voice in SMC decisions for medicines used at the end of life and for very rare conditions. On 31st January the Cabinet Secretary for Health and Wellbeing welcomed this report7 and asked SMC to implement the recommendations by May 2014.  
It has now been just over a year since changes were made to medicines appraisal processes as a result of this double new medicines review, and so an ideal distance to review how well it is working. At the time of implementation of the changes that have been put in place, there was intended to be a formal review of the new SMC approach 12 months after the first advice issued under the new system. This was announced on the 31st of January 20168 and is to be led by former NHS Fife Medical Director, Dr Brian Montgomery.  
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Figure 1: Timeline of changes to process to access new medicines in Scotland
How does a patient access a new medicine on the NHS in Scotland?
Before a medicine can be widely used in the UK, it must first be granted a (licence), which indicates that the medicine are believed to outweigh the risks.illness or symptom (indication) the medicine is to be used for an in what dose.
In the UK, licences can be granted by:

 the Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) for medicines only in the UK
 the European Medicines Agency (EMA) European Union (EU) 

In practice, almost all new medicines for rare diseases are licensed by the EMA.
 

September 2011
• Rare Disease UK, Association for Glycogen Storage Disease UK and PNH Alliance submit public petitions committee regarding difficulties accessing new medicines

March 2012
• Public Petitions Committee agree to refer the petitions to the Health and Sport Committee for further consideration

November 2012
• Cabinet Secretary for Health and Wellbeing Alex Neil announces New Medicines Review

May 2013
• New Medicines Review (comprising 

July 2013
• Scottish Parliament’s Health and Sport Committee review into access to new medicines published

October
2013

• Scottish Government publishes response to Health and Sport Committee inquiry
• Alex Neil directs SMC to undertake a review of approach to evaluating end of life/orphan medicines

December 2013
• Task and Finish Group chaired by Prof David Webb reports back on behalf of SMC

April 2014
• SMC implements new PACE and ultra

October 2014
• Advice on first medicines appraised by the SMC under the new process published

December 2015
• Health and Sport Committee announce call for evidence on progress since the 2013 inquiry

January 2016
• Scottish Government announces review of access to Director, Dr Brian Montgomery

March 2016
• Health and Sport Committee agree to close the petitions and access to medicines was included in the Committee's legacy paper

of changes to process to access new medicines in Scotland 
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The Scottish Medicines Consortium (SMC) appraises all newly licensed prescription medicines, or new licensed indications for existing medicines. If the SMC recommends the meduse in Scotland, it is then assessed by each of the local Area Drug and Therapeutic Committees (ADTCs) to decide whether the medicine will be added to the Local Formulary, which means it can then be routinely prescribed.
If the ADTC decides not to add a medicine which has been recommended for use in Scotland by the SMC, local doctors can still prescribe it via a Non-Formulary 
If the medicine has not been appraisethe SMC has not recommended it for use in Scotland, the patient may still be able to access it on the NHS under certain circumstances via an Individual Patient Treatment Request (IPTR) or Group Patient Treatment Request (GPTR). 
Definitions 
The definitions SMC uses for end of life, orphan (for very rare conditions) and ultra(for extremely rare conditions) are stated below
End of life medicine: “A medicine used to treat a condition at a stage that usually leads to deathwithin 3 years with currently available treatments.”
Orphan medicine: “A medicine with European Medicines Agency (EMA) designated orphan status (is equivalent to a condition affecting fewer than 2,500 people in a population of 5 million) or a medicine to treat an equivalent size of population irrespective of whether it has designated orphan status.” 
Ultra-orphan medicine: “A medicine used to treat a condition with a prevalence of 1 in 50,000 or less (or around 100 people in Scotland)”.
For orphan and ultra-orphan medicines the definitions apply to the full population of the licensed indication. EMA orphan designation is not required.
 
  

The Scottish Medicines Consortium (SMC) appraises all newly licensed prescription medicines, or new licensed indications for existing medicines. If the SMC recommends the medicine for use in Scotland, it is then assessed by each of the local Area Drug and Therapeutic Committees (ADTCs) to decide whether the medicine will be added to the Local Formulary, which means it can then be routinely prescribed. 
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Current Processes 
Market authorisation 
Once a medicine has been licensed in the UK it is deemed safe to be prescribed in the UK for their indication, though in principle doctors can choose to prescribe off-label medicines (outside of their indication) or unlicensed medicines (before they receive their licence). However, in order for the medicine to be available on the NHS it must be evaluated by a health technology appraisal body. Though licensing of medicines is reserved to the UK government, and for certain categories of medicines, to the EU, HTA and guidance on the use of medicines is a devolved matter. This means there are different arrangements across the UK for producing this guidance, and this can cause confusion and variation. In England this role is split between NICE and NHS England (see our previous patient charters for more on these processes), in Scotland by the SMC, and in Wales by the All Wales Medicines Strategy Group (AWMSG).  
The purpose of health technology appraisal is very different to that of licensing, which considers efficacy and safety. Whilst the guidance of the SMC and other HTA bodies does consider the efficacy of the medicine, it also reflects on its clinical effectiveness (i.e. how the medicine compares with what is currently being used) and its cost effectiveness (i.e. whether or not it is good value for money).  
The role of the Scottish Medicines Consortium 
Before a medicine can be routinely prescribed in NHS Scotland, it must be accepted for use by the Scottish Medicines Consortium. The SMC is part of Healthcare Improvement Scotland, the national healthcare improvement organisation for Scotland. Healthcare Improvement Scotland has statutory responsibility for health technology assessment, which it delegates to the SMC. 
Scottish Medicines Consortium (SMC) provides advice to NHS Boards and their Area Drug and Therapeutics Committees (ADTCs) across Scotland about the status of all newly licensed medicines, all new formulations of existing medicines and new indications for established products (licensed from January 2002).  This advice is stated to be made available as soon as practical after the launch of the product involved. The committee is supported by a core team, including pharmacists, economists, public involvement professionals and administration support. 
SMC reviews all new prescription only medicines that have received a licence from the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA – the licensing body for the UK) or the European Medicines Agency (EMA – the licensing body for the European Union), before they can be used in the NHS in Scotland10. This remit does not include the assessment of vaccines, branded generics, non-prescription-only medicines (POMs), blood products, plasma substitutes and diagnostic drugs. The review of device-containing medicines is confined to those licensed as medicines by the MHRA / EMA.  
Horizon-Scanning and Submission 
Within the SMC is a horizon scanning team, which includes pharmacists, health services researchers and management accountants. Its purpose is to provide early notice of new medicines in development, so that local boards can be informed early of possible financial or operational implications. In addition, it seeks to proactively identify medicines before they are licensed and to proactively contact the company to encourage prompt submission11.  
The horizon-scanning team aims to have contacted manufacturing companies before the date of marketing authorisation, preferably at around the time the EMA issues a positive opinion for the product. They then ask the company of the proposed date of submission as well as whether the product will be considered an orphan, ultra-orphan or end of life medicine. 
The SMC aims to issue advice by 18 weeks after the receipt of a submission, though this timeframe stretches to 22 weeks for end of life/orphan medicines that require a Patient and Clinical Engagement (PACE) meeting. 
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Scottish Medicines Consortium
As its name suggests, the Scottish Medicine Consortium is a consortium of stakeholders for local health boards’ Drug and Therapeutic Committees (ADTCs)team from candidates nominated by ADTCs, and are recruited for a period of three years. Members serve in a personal capacity12. In recruiting SMC members, the Executive aims to have all 14 health boards represented and a broad range of backgroundsfrom an appropriately wide perspective, not simply from a clinical viewpoint”.recently published data (2014)13,secondary care), five pharmacists, five members from health care management and a single health economist. 
The SMC also has two representatives from the pharmaceutical industry on the consortium. These pharmaceutical industry representatives are appointed by the Association Industry (ABPI). Additionally there are two public partners, who are recruited through open advertisement and an interview process. Both the pharmaceutical industry representatives and the public partners are full members of the S
Decisions at SMC meetings are made by a majority vote and only full members have voting rightsThe SMC secretariat and staff, observers, NDC members attending as a lead assessor or consultants to SMC are not eligible to vote. Meetings are considered quorate with one third of membersattendance. If a meeting is not quorate, the chair may make a decision as to whether to continue the meeting with those members, in which case the standard process for review 
At the beginning of the period of relevant interests15. Members who declare a personal specific interest must leave the meeting room 

Scottish Medicines Consortium processes 
As its name suggests, the Scottish Medicine Consortium is a consortium of stakeholders for local health Drug and Therapeutic Committees (ADTCs). Members are selected by the SMC Executive eam from candidates nominated by ADTCs, and are recruited for a period of three years. Members . In recruiting SMC members, the Executive aims to have all 14 health boards represented and a broad range of backgrounds, in order “to ensure that decisions are made from an appropriately wide perspective, not simply from a clinical viewpoint”., the SMC currently contains thirty clinicians (from both primary and ve pharmacists, five members from health care management and a single health 
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Decisions at SMC meetings are made by a majority vote and only full members have voting rightsThe SMC secretariat and staff, observers, NDC members attending as a lead assessor or consultants igible to vote. Meetings are considered quorate with one third of membersIf a meeting is not quorate, the chair may make a decision as to whether to continue the meeting with those members, in which case the standard process for review is to

 consideration of each medicine, members are asked to declare any . Members who declare a personal specific interest must leave the meeting room 
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for the duration of the discussion and are not eligible to vote. Members who declare a personal non-specific interest must take no part in discussions for that agenda item, except at the chair’s discretion to answer questions from other members, and are not permitted to vote. 
The SMC is also supported by a team of economic and clinical assessors, public engagement and administrative support staff, though these individuals do not have a vote. SMC has therefore established a panel of several hundred clinical experts16 representing as wide a range of specialty and sub specialty areas from across Scotland as possible, on whose expertise the SMC is able to draw where there is not relevant clinical knowledge on the SMC itself. However, it is not clear how these experts are selected or their expertise defined. 
SMC meets on the first Tuesday of each month and considers on average 6 to 8 new medicines at each meeting.  According to the SMC website, the main questions asked are: Will the medicine be effective? Are current treatments better? Does the medicine give value for money compared to existing treatments?17  
New Drugs Committee (NDC) 
The first stage of the SMC process is evaluation by the New Drugs Committee (NDC) subcommittee of the SMC, which has a purely technical remit to review the clinical and economic data18. The NDC makes a recommendation to the SMC based on an assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of the scientific and economic case as presented by the manufacturer. 
The 20 members of the New Drugs Committee are comprised of clinicians, pharmacists and health economists, and are also elected from nominations received from ADTCs. NDC is currently composed predominantly of doctors and pharmacists, with one health care management member and two industry representatives19. There are no public partner members of the NDC and the patient voice is not represented at this stage of the process.  
The New Drugs Committee (NDC) meets on the last Tuesday of each month. NDC then passes its provisional recommendation to SMC, which, when it meets to consider the medicine, may choose to take a broader view than the strictly evidence-based approach of NDC, as well as to the medicine’s manufacturer. The manufacturer can then provide feedback, which is considered alongside the NDC’s advice at the next monthly SMC meeting. Patient groups are also encouraged to make a submission, which is presented to the SMC by the public partners. The SMC asks patient groups to focus on the difficulties the disease presents for patients and the place of the medicine in addressing patient needs. 
Health economic evaluation 
The SMC website states that while QALYs provide the basis for discussion about individual medicines by the Scottish Medicines Consortium, the QALY alone does not determine the decision reached20. As a result, officially the SMC does not have a formal threshold cost per QALY below which cost-effectiveness would be considered shown and above which cost-effectiveness would be considered not to have been demonstrated, though a cost per QALY of under £20,000 is generally considered acceptable value for money. The SMC also states that for a medicine with a cost per QALY between £20,000 and £30,000 the SMC might accept this if the medicine gives significant benefits over existing treatments.  
QALYs have a number of issues, which we have written about extensively previously, including in our previous Patient Charters. While Genetic Alliance UK recognises that QALYs can provide a useful indicator of an individual’s anticipated health gain following a medical intervention, we have concerns about how QALYs are calculated, and the weight they carry in UK health technology appraisals, including at the SMC. The ‘health related quality of life’ that QALYs measure encompass five areas of wellbeing (mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain/ discomfort and anxiety/ depression), with up to five degrees of measurement (from no difficulties to extreme difficulties). Patients with rare conditions agree that this method is crude and fails to capture the type and range of symptoms, emotions and 
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disadvantages experienced by patients, families and carers affected by rare conditions. In other words, differences that may be important clinically or to the patient may not be shown by cost per QALY estimates. 

  
Rare disease medicines 
Before the New Medicines review in 2013, orphan, ultra orphan and end of life drugs were not dealt with differently than other drugs with regard to the methodology to decide whether or not they are recommended for use in the NHS in Scotland. However, as a result of the reviews the SMC has recognised that orphan and ultra-orphan medicine submissions may contain limited data on efficacy compared to medicines for more common conditions, which can also result in a greater level of uncertainty in the economic case. In these circumstances the SMC will also consider additional factors, known as modifiers, which can be applied to medicines with a cost per QALY above £30,000, to allow their approval in some cases. The modifiers are only applied for a relatively high cost per QALY when the Committee is satisfied that the clinical and economic case for the medicine is “robust”.    
According to the SMC website, these modifiers include (but are not limited to): 
 “Evidence of a substantial improvement in life expectancy (with sufficient quality of life to make the extra survival desirable).  Substantial improvement in life expectancy would normally be a median gain of 3 months but the SMC assesses the particular clinical context in reaching its decision;    Evidence of a substantial improvement in quality of life (with or without survival benefit); 

What are QALYs? A quality adjusted life year (QALY) measures disease burden by including both the length and quality of the life lived. The QALY is calculated by first assigning numeric values to different health states where 1 is full health, 0 is states equivalent to death and negative values are considered worse than death. These numbers are called health state utility values (HSUVs). An important feature of the QALY system is that although the descriptive data about health related quality of life (HRQL) is obtained from patients, the values used to score them come from the general population. 
How does the SMC use QALYs? The QALY itself cannot tell you if a treatment provides value for money. Instead, the QALY for a new medicine is combined with the cost of the new medicine. This produces a ratio called the cost per QALY, also known as an Incremental Cost Effectiveness Ratio (ICER) 
The cost per QALY in theory shows how many extra quality adjusted life years the new medicine gives and how much extra it costs compared with the current treatment. This then allows SMC to judge the new medicine is good value for money. 
What’s the problem? While QALYs can provide a useful indicator of an individual’s anticipated health gain following a medical intervention, they do not fully capture the benefit a treatment can offer to patients and families, particularly if they are affected by a rare condition. This remains the case even with the use of modifiers. 
Therefore, it is clear that the health economist’s tool box needs updating so that funding bodies can make decisions that enable patients with rare conditions to access new treatments, in line with public and government opinion and the equity standards required of NHS Scotland under anti-discrimination legislation. 
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 Evidence that a sub-group of patients may derive specific or extra benefit and that the medicine in question can, in practice, be targeted at this sub-group;  Absence of other therapeutic options of proven benefit for the disease in question and provided by the NHS;  Possible bridging to another definitive therapy (e.g. bone marrow transplantation or curative surgery) in a defined proportion of patients;  Emergence of a licensed medicine as an alternative to an unlicensed product that is established in clinical practice in NHS Scotland as the only therapeutic option for a specific indication. Some possible examples include caffeine injection for the treatment of apnoea of prematurity and betaine anhydrous for the adjunctive treatment of homocystinuria.”21 
Decisions at SMC meetings are made by a majority vote and only full members have voting rights. The SMC secretariat and staff, observers, NDC members attending as a lead assessor or consultants to SMC are not eligible to vote. Meetings are considered quorate with one third of members in attendance. If a meeting is not quorate, the chair may make a decision as to whether to continue the meeting with those members, in which case the standard process for review is to be followed. 
Advice to NHS Boards and their ADTCs is disseminated shortly after each meeting, and approximately one month before it is published on the website.  
Appeals and Reviews 
If the manufacturer is unhappy with the outcome of the SMC decision, they may be able to make an appeal22. If the company feels that the SMC has not properly followed its own procedures in assessing an application, they can express concern initially directly to the Secretariat and/or to senior officers of SMC or the NDC. If these concerns are not resolved, the company has the option of seeking judicial review of the decision. 
If, on the other hand, the company disagrees about the scientific conclusions reached, they can seek another assessment of the drug. There are two mechanisms to achieve this, resubmission and the formation of an Independent Review Panel (IRP). 
Where there is significant new information about a drug, or new analysis of existing information, the sponsor company may make a resubmission, which is essentially a completely new assessment through the usual SMC processes. Following the changes to process  as a result of the 2013, a number of previously unsuccessful medicines were resubmitted by their manufacturers in order to go through the PACE process. 
Where there are no new data or analyses, the company may ask that SMC convenes an Independent Review Panel (IRP) to look again at the existing data and analyses in a submission.  No new data can be submitted and an IRP can only be requested up until a period of 1 year since the SMC advice decision was issued. 
The manufacturing company is the only party that can request any of these appeals or reviews. If clinicians or patient groups are unhappy with a decision on a medicine, their only recourse is to attempt to convince the company to appeal. 
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Reforms as a result of the 2013 reviews and inquiry 
As a result of the recommendations of the 2013 reviews, three major changes were made to SMC process. These were: SMC meetings would take place in public, industry would be given representation at the SMC and NDC, and a new process for medicines used at the end of life or for very rare conditions would be introduced.  
Just over half of the recommendations in the Routledge and Swainson reviews have been implemented. This picture is somewhat complicated by the fact that there is variation across health boards as to whether and how thoroughly they have implemented Professor Swainson’s recommendations on the functioning of their ADTCs and their IPTR processes. 

 

Recommendations implemented or partially implemented 
Routledge Review 1.  SMC should meet in public  2.  SMC should invite the manufacturer medicine under consideration to give evidence at their main SMC appraisal meeting 5.  SMC should develop a policy specifically relating to ultra orphan medicines 6.  SMC to set up an engagement process to explore views around specific societal issues of importance to the people of Scotland in relation to the availability of new medicines  7.  SMC should explore other innovative approaches to increasing patient and public awareness of its role Swainson Review 2.  Board ADTC should publish their decisions in compliance with CMO (2012)1.  5.  NHS Scotland should retain the existing ADTC  7.  The IPTR arrangements in Boards should be audited by HIS  Unclear/Inconsistent Implementation 
Routledge Review 9.  A register of IPTR decisions in all Health Boards should be kept 10. There should be regular sharing of experiences between the IPTR panels Swainson Review 1.  Board ADTC should publish their local response within 30 days of the SMC advice, in a manner which is accessed easily by the public and patients  3.  Board ADTC should demonstrate the engagement of their PPF in the work of the ADTC.  4.  NHS Scotland should consider a national meeting to agree a national implementation plan for some new medicines accepted by the SMC that meet agreed criteria.  8.  Clinicians should be provided with basic training and guidance in the IPTR process locally 9.  Boards should consider whether IPTR panels should include a member of the public drawn from the Board’s patient and public forum 10. All doctors considering an IPTR must be able to access consistent, knowledgeable support for their patients.   
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 The PACE process 
Under this new process, if the advice of the NDC is ‘not recommended’, the manufacturing company can request a Patient and Clinician Engagement (PACE) meeting23. This PACE meeting is automatically scheduled when submission of relevant medicines is made, though this meeting will be cancelled if the NDC’s recommendation is positive, as in these cases it is considered unnecessary.  
The purpose of the PACE meeting is to bring together clinical and patient experts, to allow their perspectives to be fed into the assessment process. Specifically attendees are asked to provide their perspectives on the following: 
 Clinical issues  Added value of the medicine for the patient  Added value of the medicine for the patient’s family/carers 
A PACE template is completed during the meeting and the content agreed by group members (see Annex 2). This is included in the SMC meeting papers for the medicine alongside the NDC detailed advice document, company comments, patient group submissions and any new or revised Patient Access Scheme (PAS) submission.  
The PACE meetings are chaired by the New Drugs Committee vice-chair. Those invited to take part in the meeting include a public partner from the Patient and Public Involvement Group along with a member of the Public Involvement Team. The SMC Public Involvement Team identifies individuals to represent the patient and carer voice and the SMC works with managed clinical networks throughout Scotland to identify up to three clinical experts. These are likely to be consultant level doctors, however, when appropriate, they may be a clinical nurse specialist or clinical pharmacist. 
Unlike other SMC meetings, there is no representative from the pharmaceutical industry at the meeting, however the manufacturer of the medicine being considered may send in a short statement to be considered at the meeting. 
As with NDC and SMC meetings, those who take part in the PACE meeting must declare any conflicts of interest. Attendees must also sign an agreement to keep any information provided for the PACE meeting confidential.  
SMC documentation states that: “The output from the PACE meeting will be a major factor in the SMC decision.”24 However, how these considerations are taken into account and the weighting they are given is not clear. 

Recommendations not implemented 
Routledge Review 3.  SMC should be able to appraise new medicines without manufacturer submission 4.  SMC should be able to have a temporary pause in the appraisal process at any stage 8.  NHS Scotland should explore ways to support the process of Value Based Pricing (VBP). Swainson Review 6.  All Boards should adopt the same IPTR paperwork and process 11. The Scottish Government and Boards should produce clear and concise documentation explaining the roles of ADTC and IPTR and how the public and patients can be involved 12. The RCMF should focus on access to medicines for ultra-orphan diseases where the SMC has published ‘not recommended’ advice after a full submission of the medicine, and after a successful IPTR or GPTR has been agreed.  
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Ultra-Orphan Medicines 
Previously SMC processes did not use the term ultra-orphan, or acknowledge the additional challenges of appraising medicines for very rare conditions. The original petitioners felt that the processes at that time, even with the modifiers that could be used for orphan medicines, was unsuited to medicines for very rare conditions, and this was one of the major topics raised in the petitions25. 
Following the reviews, the SMC began to use the term ultra-orphan for the first time, and a slightly different decision-making framework was brought in for the assessment of these medicines. The SMC calls this a “framework of explicit decision-making criteria”26, including: the nature of the condition, the impact of the medicine, the impact of the technology beyond direct health benefits and on specialist services, costs to the NHS and Personal Services and value for money. This appears to be a form of multi-criteria decision analysis, though the SMC guidance does not make explicit the impact on the decision of all the criteria and the relative importance attached to them.  
In these cases, the QALY information is requested from the manufacturer, but a wider perspective is also taken on the value of the medicine. When proposing these changes, the SMC claimed that this approach is similar to the interim methods explored by the National Institute of Health and Care Excellence (NICE) for highly specialised technologies (HST) in England, and therefore they expected it to reduce the perceived inequities of access to medicines for rare diseases for residents of Scotland compared to those in England and Wales27. 
Progress toward Scottish Model of Value 
At the time of the New Medicines review, much mention was made of the PACE process as being the first step in moving toward what was termed a Scottish Model of Value28. These mirrored discussions were being held in relation to proposed Value-Based Pricing, later termed Value-Based Assessment, in England. This appears to have disappeared from the agenda without explanation. 

Instructions for preparing a PACE statement Please provide a brief summary of information you wish to be considered at the Patient and Clinical Engagement (PACE) meeting. This should cover information that may help determine the ‘added value’ of the medicine in the context of treatments currently available in NHS Scotland that may not be fully captured in conventional clinical and health economic analysis. 
If you have already provided a patient group submission, this summary is optional and should be used to provide any additional information. It is not necessary to duplicate information. 
Your summary should include details of severity of the condition the medicine treats and the need for the medicine, including the level of unmet need and how the medicine addresses it. 
You should also focus on patient and carer quality of life issues, which could be improved by taking the medicine compared to current treatment options, such as:   
1. The ability to continue work or education. 2. The management of symptoms such as pain and extreme tiredness. 3. Helping relieve psychological distress. 4. Convenience of how and where the treatment is received. 5. The ability to self-care or maintain independence and dignity.    Please do not exceed two pages. 
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Appeals and Reviews 
If the manufacturer is unhappy with the outcome of the SMC decision, they may be able to make an appeal29. If the company feels that the SMC has not properly followed its own procedures in assessing an application, they can express concern initially directly to the Secretariat and/or to senior officers of SMC or the NDC. If these concerns are not resolved, the company has the option of seeking judicial review of the decision. 
If, on the other hand, the company disagrees about the scientific conclusions reached, they can seek another assessment of the drug. There are two mechanisms to achieve this, resubmission and the formation of an Independent Review Panel (IRP). 
Where there is significant new information about a drug, or new analysis of existing information, the sponsor company may make a resubmission, which is essentially a completely new assessment through the usual SMC processes. Following the changes to process  as a result of the 2013, a number of previously unsuccessful medicines were resubmitted by their manufacturers in order to go through the PACE process. 
Where there are no new data or analyses, the company may ask that SMC convenes an Independent Review Panel (IRP) to look again at the existing data and analyses in a submission.  No new data can be submitted and an IRP can only be requested up until a period of 1 year since the SMC advice decision was issued. 
The manufacturing company is the only party that can request any of these appeals or reviews. If clinicians or patient groups are unhappy with a decision on a medicine, their only recourse is to attempt to convince the company to appeal. 
 
Consideration by local Area Drug and Therapeutics Committees (ADTCs) 
There are 14 local health boards in NHS Scotland, though in practice NHS Western Isles uses the formulary of NHS Highlands, and Orkney and Shetland that of NHS Grampian.  
Once a final Detailed Advice Document has been issued, recommending that a medicine is accepted for use in Scotland, it is then considered by the ADTC of each local health board to determine whether it will be added to the local formulary30. The Board can decide whether or not it will include the SMC accepted medicine in its formulary by reviewing the medicine in the light of other comparable medicines already available within the Board formulary or approved list for the same indication. 
Under the Scottish Government guidance on local board formulary decisions, SGHD/CMO(2012)1, NHS Boards are expected to issue standard advice to reflect formulary decisions as follows: 
 Included on the NHS Board formulary for the indication in question;  Included pending protocol;  Not Included on the NHS Board formulary because the NHS Board decision is that the medicine does not represent sufficient added benefit to other comparator medicines to treat the condition in question;  Not Included on the NHS Board formulary because clinicians do not support the formulary inclusion;  Not Included on the NHS Board formulary because clinicians have not responded to an invitation to apply for formulary inclusion for this medicine;  Not included pending protocol.31 
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The most recent report monitoring implementation of SGHD/CMO(2012)132 was published in April 2013, at which time the authors found that all respondents had made a decision on all of the 23 medicines reviewed and the average percentage uptake of SMC accepted medicines on to the 12 boards’ formularies was 74%. Of those not included, the most common reason given by the Area Drug and Therapeutic Committees (ADTCs) was that clinicians did not support formulary inclusion. Ten NHS boards used the CMO framework to categorise their decisions. In addition, 87% of all the decisions made by all NHS boards on all medicines were made within the required 90 days, with four boards making 100% of its decisions in 90 days. 
While the six standard categories of SGHD/CMO(2012)1 may have been an improvement on the previous system, category 4 in particular (clinicians do not support) is not very clear. At time of the above review, this was the most common reason for not including, given for 13% new medicines. 
 
Individual Patient Treatment Requests (IPTRs)/ Peer Approved Clinical System (PACS) 
In its response to the Health & Sport Committee Inquiry, the Scottish Government stated that it believes that the procedure for accessing drugs in exceptional prescribing circumstances, when all other treatments have been exhausted, should be clearly linked to clinical opinion33. It proposed replacing the IPTR/GPTR system with a new system of “Peer Approved Clinical System” (PACS) to be in place May 2014, at the same time as PACE. This would be administered locally, within NHS territorial Boards, but within a national framework, and be audited by Healthcare Improvement Scotland. The new system was intended to focus on patient outcomes, and have a reduced reliance on individual requests for medicines. The change was due to the fact that under the previous system the requirement for ‘exceptionality’ unfairly disadvantaged rare diseases patients and this was addressed by the inquiry and review34.  
Group Patient Treatment Requests (GPTRs) were introduced as a result of one of the proposals contained in the Swainson report. GPTRs involve a system whereby the relevant specialists get together on behalf of the group of patients whom they look after, if they share common characteristics, and make a single application on behalf of that group, rather than each patient having to go through an individual application.  
The Scottish Government have chosen to delay the introduction of PACS and to pilot the scheme in the first instance35. It should be noted that formal guidance on PACS has yet to be issued publicly and that there are no defined timescales for its introduction. In the interim, the Scottish Government issued temporary guidance for IPTRs, SGHD/CMO (2013)2036, which re-emphasised that the concept of exceptionality should not be a factor in any IPTR under consideration in local boards but should be primarily about the individual clinical case. This document emphasised that patients should not be adversely impacted by this transition. 
A report published in June 2014 found that since the Chief Medical Officer wrote to each regional health board in November 2013 calling for IPTR applications to be handled with flexibility, significant differences remain across Scotland in the approach to applications taken by different IPTR panels37. It also seems that whereas in some areas, significantly higher proportions of IPTR applications for all conditions have been approved since November, approval rates in some areas have stayed the same or fallen.  
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Funding 
Patient Access Schemes 
A Patient Access Scheme (PAS) is a proposal made by a pharmaceutical company to improve the cost-effectiveness of a medicine and so increase the likelihood of the medicine receiving a positive recommendation38. A proposed PAS is reviewed by the Patient Access Scheme Assessment Group (PASAG) which advises NHS Scotland whether the proposal is feasible and sufficiently improves the cost-effectiveness of the medicine. 
New Medicines Fund 
The Cabinet Secretary for Health and Wellbeing announced on 14 January 201339, the establishment of a Rare Conditions Medicines Fund (RCMF) to cover the cost of medicines for individual patients with rare conditions following a successful new Individual Patient Treatment Request. The fund was initially announced as consisting of £21 million and available from 1 March 2013 for a period of 13 months, but it has been reported to have been extended several times404142. 
This new fund was put in place following interim advice from Professor Charles Swainson who was examining the then current Individual Patient Treatment Request (IPTR) arrangements in the NHS in Scotland, as part of the ongoing access to new medicines review. Only those medicines not recommended for routine use by the Scottish Medicines Consortium were to be covered by the fund as proposed.  
The fund was established by utilising the rebate to the Scottish Government made by the pharmaceutical industry under the UK-wide branded drug pricing scheme, the Pharmaceutical Price Regulation Scheme (PPRS). Medicines pricing and the PPRS is reserved to the UK government. According to Alex Neil, Cabinet Secretary for Health and Wellbeing at the time, the Scottish Government, as with other devolved administrations, requested inclusion in the negotiations but were refused43. 
Guidance on the operation of the fund has not been published. However, Swainson's report suggested some principles for access to RCMF funding: 
 “a full submission had been made to the Scottish Medicines Consortium for the orphan or highly specialist medicine;  the request for the medicine has been subject to successful new IPTR or GPTR panel decision (i.e. the Fund will not be applied retrospectively);  the request for the medicine’s use is within its licensed indication; and  a clinical judgement has been made that the patient (or patients) have the capacity to derive clinical benefit from the orphan medicine (with the caveat that decisions regarding the need to consider Group Patient Treatment Requests (GPTR) for particular orphan medicines will be based on specialist clinical advice and agreed at a national level)”44. 
The applications and outcomes for IPTRs funded through this mechanism were to be monitored for completeness and consistency of the process by NSD. The Rare Conditions Medicines Fund was suggested to be managed by NSD on behalf of NHS Boards in a similar manner to the existing risk pooling arrangement (Orphan Drugs Risk Share Scheme (ODRSS))45. This administers pooled NHS Board funds for the provision of some specific high cost drugs required by very small numbers of people in Scotland for a range of conditions. The decision on whether a particular medicine should be included in the scheme is a matter for all NHS Board Chief Executives. One of the key criteria used in including a particular medicine in the scheme is that it has been approved by the SMC - though there have been exceptions. 
Swainson recommended that in order to access RCMF funding, applications for SMC “not recommended” ultra-orphan medicines (ie IPTRs) would need to demonstrate failure to respond to 
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current treatment, or no other alternative, as well as a significant expected clinical benefit greater than that experienced by the trial population and within a reasonable time frame. 
In October 2014, the £40m New Medicines Fund was reported to replace, and expand upon, the Rare Conditions Medicines Fund established in March 2013, giving health boards access to greater resources to fund the cost of new medicines46. The Fund now covered all licensed orphan, ultra-orphan and end of life drugs using the definitions applied to these terms by SMC. In addition to the costs of the drugs, the Fund can also be used for any additional supporting costs, should this be needed. The Fund was intended to ensure that availability of funding was not a barrier to NHS Board implementation of positive SMC decisions, in order to meet the stated policy intentions of the Scottish Government to increase access to medicines and to ensure that no NHS Board is better or worse off financially on the basis of clinical decisions on prescribing these medicines. The Fund was then available to support both those drugs approved by SMC under their new approach to these medicines and treatments agreed on an individual patient basis through IPTR, GPTR or PACS. 
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When the Health and Sport Committee reviewed the recommendations of the Swainson and Routledge reviews in 2013, they expressed the opinion that the recommendations were about relatively minorenhancements intended to improve the transparency of the systems and processes, rather than radical changes to the systems themselves, and noted that the changes suggested by both reviews would do very little to improve access to new medicines in any mean
The SMC have stated that since the PACE process was introduced they have received significantly increased numbers of submissions for medicines of this typeappraisals – and thus approvals –manufacturers. 
At our workshop, a representative of the SMC presented data suggesting that the PACE process had increased acceptance rates of orphan, ultraacceptance rate averaged for 2011SMC recommendation rate for orphan products, particularly malignant disease and immunosuppressive drugs, has improved from 2013 to 2014 suggesting process may be more effective in enabling the SMC to provide positive recommendations for orphan products.”48 
However, when we compared the fifteen months since the reforms to the fifteen months before the reforms, looking only at the orphan and ultrawere substantial increases in the number of both assessments and approvals after the reforms, the percentage of orphan/ultra-orphan medicines approved had actually declined slightly. the percentage approvals for all medicines assessed (which included both those that went through PACE and those which didn’t) increased slightly.in the proportion of cancer medicines accepteseen across all medicines49. Thus although SMC have stated that “SMC decisions”, it is not clear to what extent this is actually the case, especially in the medicines for rare diseases. 
However, where the Scottish processes have an advantage over the English system, which we have previously examined, is in the speed and simplicity of the processes. The SMC is most comprehensive of UK HTA bodies, in that it evaluafor previously licensed medicines. Numerous studies have shownproportion of medicines recommended for use by the SMC were similar, and that the SMC publiadvice more quickly50. 
 
 

The reforms carried out as a result of the 2013 reviews have improved patient access to medicines for rare conditions, however there are still some 
improvements that can and should be made.
 
 

Premise

When the Health and Sport Committee reviewed the recommendations of the Swainson and Routledge reviews in 2013, they expressed the opinion that the recommendations were about relatively minor enhancements intended to improve the transparency of the systems and processes, rather than radical changes to the systems themselves, and noted that the changes suggested by both reviews would do very little to improve access to new medicines in any meaningful way.  
The SMC have stated that since the PACE process was introduced they have received significantly increased numbers of submissions for medicines of this type47, which suggests that the increased number of – is at least in part due to improved confidence in the processes by 

At our workshop, a representative of the SMC presented data suggesting that the PACE process had increased acceptance rates of orphan, ultra-orphan and end of life medicines from thacceptance rate averaged for 2011-2013 to approximately 68%. A study in 2015 SMC recommendation rate for orphan products, particularly malignant disease and immunosuppressive drugs, has improved from 2013 to 2014 suggesting the revised SMC appraisal process may be more effective in enabling the SMC to provide positive recommendations for orphan 

However, when we compared the fifteen months since the reforms to the fifteen months before the the orphan and ultra-orphan medicines, we did not see this. Though there were substantial increases in the number of both assessments and approvals after the reforms, the orphan medicines approved had actually declined slightly. the percentage approvals for all medicines assessed (which included both those that went through PACE and those which didn’t) increased slightly. A recent study has also found that the upward trend in the proportion of cancer medicines accepted since the adoption of PACE is even greater than that Thus although SMC have stated that “PACE output has s”, it is not clear to what extent this is actually the case, especially in the 

However, where the Scottish processes have an advantage over the English system, which we have previously examined, is in the speed and simplicity of the processes. The SMC is most comprehensive of UK HTA bodies, in that it evaluates all newly licensed prescription medicines and new indications for previously licensed medicines. Numerous studies have shown that, in comparisons with NICE, the proportion of medicines recommended for use by the SMC were similar, and that the SMC publi

The reforms carried out as a result of the 2013 reviews have improved patient access to medicines for rare conditions, however there are still some 
improvements that can and should be made.
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At our workshop, a representative of the SMC presented data suggesting that the PACE process had orphan and end of life medicines from the less than 50% A study in 2015 found that “The SMC recommendation rate for orphan products, particularly malignant disease and the revised SMC appraisal process may be more effective in enabling the SMC to provide positive recommendations for orphan 

However, when we compared the fifteen months since the reforms to the fifteen months before the orphan medicines, we did not see this. Though there were substantial increases in the number of both assessments and approvals after the reforms, the orphan medicines approved had actually declined slightly. In contrast, the percentage approvals for all medicines assessed (which included both those that went through A recent study has also found that the upward trend d since the adoption of PACE is even greater than that PACE output has a major impact on s”, it is not clear to what extent this is actually the case, especially in the case of 

However, where the Scottish processes have an advantage over the English system, which we have previously examined, is in the speed and simplicity of the processes. The SMC is most comprehensive tes all newly licensed prescription medicines and new indications in comparisons with NICE, the proportion of medicines recommended for use by the SMC were similar, and that the SMC publishes 

The reforms carried out as a result of the 2013 reviews have improved patient access to medicines for rare conditions, however there are still some 
improvements that can and should be made. 
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The SMC website says that it aims to issue advice to NHS Scotland on all newly licensed medicines within 12 weeks of products being made available. However, given that the time frames of the process are longer than 12 weeks (18 weeks from receipt of a submission or 22 weeks for end of life/orphan medicines that require a Patient and Clinical Engagement (PACE) meeting) this requires companies to make submissions in advance of license date. 
Examination of the SMC decisions that have been made since the implementation of the changes demonstrates that these timelines are being met in the vast majority of cases, including for those submissions requiring a PACE meeting. Where substantial delays occur between marketing authorisation being granted and access to a medicine in Scotland, this is typically because either the manufacturer did not immediately make a submission, or the initial submission was unsuccessful but subsequently resubmitted. 
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The SMC has three public partners who are volunteer members of the public working as part of involvement team. Their role is stated to be to help ensure that the views of patients, carers and members of are taken into account during all SMC decision making processes51. SMC appears to conflate public and patient voice, and though volunteers, public partnersbeen in the role for many years and From the most recent round of recruitment of public partners, the job description stated that no previous experience was required, but the individuals should have not been employed in the health service within the last five years.
Each public partner has a variety of r
 “Preparing a presentation of patient group submissions which accurately highlights key issues and presenting these submissions during monthly SMC committee meetings. Reading SMC committee papers in advance of attending monthly able to make an informed decision as a voting member of SMC. Participating in Patient and Clinician Engagement (PACE) meetings to help ensure that patient and carer perspectives are fully explored and discussed during the PACE mof the expert advisors in attendance are appropriately reflected in the resulting PACE documentation.”52 
Genetic Alliance UK supports the inclusion of patient perspectives in all decisionas unfiltered a form as possible. As numerous other regulatory bodies including the EMAdiscovered, patients provide an important and unique perspective, and this input is most valuable when provided in person rather than in writing. While we acknowledge that the current ppublic partners reading PACE statements in the patients’ own words is preferable to the more edited form seen at some other UK HTA bodies, it would be better for patients to deliver these statements directly rather than via an intermediary.
The SMC state that they accept submissions from all registered patient groups, from small local support groups to large national voluntary organisationspatient groups must first register as an SMC Patient Group Partnerfor individual involvement, only through patient groups.representation are both valuable,on behalf of a group of patients, as an affiliate of a patient group or as a representative of an umbrella organisation.  

There is a need for an increase
type of patient voice 
 1 

The SMC has three public partners who are volunteer members of the public working as part of the SMC public nvolvement team. Their role is stated to be to help ensure that the views of patients, carers and members of the public are taken into account during all SMC decision making . SMC appears to conflate public and patient public partners have frequently been in the role for many years and have other roles in HIS. recent round of recruitment of public partners, the job description stated that no previous experience was required, but the individuals should have not been employed in the health service within the last five years. 
ach public partner has a variety of responsibilities, including:  

Preparing a presentation of patient group submissions which accurately highlights key issues and presenting these submissions during monthly SMC committee meetings. 
Reading SMC committee papers in advance of attending monthly SMC meetings in order to be able to make an informed decision as a voting member of SMC. 
Participating in Patient and Clinician Engagement (PACE) meetings to help ensure that patient and carer perspectives are fully explored and discussed during the PACE meeting and that the views of the expert advisors in attendance are appropriately reflected in the resulting PACE 

Genetic Alliance UK supports the inclusion of patient perspectives in all decisionpossible. As numerous other regulatory bodies including the EMAdiscovered, patients provide an important and unique perspective, and this input is most valuable when provided in person rather than in writing. While we acknowledge that the current ppublic partners reading PACE statements in the patients’ own words is preferable to the more edited form seen at some other UK HTA bodies, it would be better for patients to deliver these statements directly rather than via an intermediary. 
MC state that they accept submissions from all registered patient groups, from small local support groups to large national voluntary organisations54.  To take part in the SMC review process patient groups must first register as an SMC Patient Group Partner, which meansfor individual involvement, only through patient groups. These different forms of patient valuable, as the insight of a patient differs from that of someone who speaks ents, as an affiliate of a patient group or as a representative of an 

There is a need for an increase in representation and 
type of patient voice on all decision-making panels

Genetic Alliance UK 

Preparing a presentation of patient group submissions which accurately highlights key issues and 
SMC meetings in order to be 

Participating in Patient and Clinician Engagement (PACE) meetings to help ensure that patient and eeting and that the views of the expert advisors in attendance are appropriately reflected in the resulting PACE 

Genetic Alliance UK supports the inclusion of patient perspectives in all decision-making processes in possible. As numerous other regulatory bodies including the EMA53 have discovered, patients provide an important and unique perspective, and this input is most valuable when provided in person rather than in writing. While we acknowledge that the current process of public partners reading PACE statements in the patients’ own words is preferable to the more edited form seen at some other UK HTA bodies, it would be better for patients to deliver these statements 

MC state that they accept submissions from all registered patient groups, from small local To take part in the SMC review process which means there is no potential These different forms of patient the insight of a patient differs from that of someone who speaks ents, as an affiliate of a patient group or as a representative of an 

in representation and 
making panels 
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Since we started working on this Patient Charter, more information has been provided on the SMC website about the public partners. This includes their names and photographs, though the website does not provide public partner’s contact details or any further information about them. There is still a lack of clarity about the precise role of the public partners.  
Patient representatives believed that the role currently understood role of the public partners is to work with patient groups as part of the PACE process, and then to present this perspective at SMC meetings. This is consistent with the information provided in the recruitment materials: the application form states that applicants “must be able to give a service user or carer perspective”55. 
However, public partners can only present the info they are given at a PACE meeting, because it would be inappropriate for patients or their representatives to lobby or interact with SMC decision-making bodies outside context of the PACE meeting. Since this is the case, it is not clear why this role should not be carried out by appropriately trained and impartial patient representatives. While there is definitely a place for and value to a non-expert public perspective in decision-making in public bodies such as the SMC, this should not be conflated with patient voice.  
Patient representatives felt that it was appropriate that the positions of the public partners be retained, but that they should be given training and support to allow them to represent the broader social perspective. HIS is currently advertising for the next round of public partner recruitment, which provides an ideal opportunity for the public partner role to be made to more explicitly represent the views of broader Scottish society. 
Following the recommendation by Professor Routledge in his review, a series of discussion groups were organised by the Patient and Public Involvement Group (PAPIG) of the SMC with the support of the Scottish Health Council56. The groups were intended to bring together a representative sample of the general population and to learn from participants about their understanding of and expectations for the provision of medicines in the NHS in Scotland. This is an extremely valuable initial exercise, and should be expanded and continued. 

  Patients’ experiences and preferences should be represented in all the processes which lead to the development of new medicines, from the initial determination of research priorities, right through to the regulatory processes which grant and remove marketing authorisation. This would ensure that the benefits which really matter to patients, and the levels of risk they are prepared to tolerate are considered in the decisions. This is particularly important for serious conditions, where the stakes are so high. Patient representatives (such as patient group members) should be supported as joint decision makers, alongside clinical experts, throughout the process. Similarly to how industry gets two voting members on the SMC through their industry body (ABPI)57, it would be appropriate for two patient representatives to also be members, suitably trained and disinterested. As is the case currently with industry appointed members of the SMC and NDC, these patient representatives would be expected to leave the room if a medicine impacting their condition 

There should be patient representatives on the New Drugs Committee and the Scottish Medicines Consortium similar to the role of pharmaceutical industry representatives 
 

The role of patients and public partners should be 
clarified  
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is under discussion. Additionally, it would be appropriate for two patients who have made submissions to the SMC on a specific medicine to attend the SMC meeting, similarly to how submitting companies do now, in order to answer any specific questions the panel may have. 
There are a number of contributions patient voice can make in an effective system architecture. While we value the opportunity for patients to provide valuable information based on their knowledge and experience of the condition and treatment in a relatively unfiltered form, current SMC processes are not taking full advantage of the expertise available to them. A trained and disinterested patient can use their insight into the potential beneficiaries’ point of view to make decisions as an active member of any body, and to not utilise this valuable resource is a missed opportunity. 

  
Patient representatives expressed strong opinions about the need for appropriate clinical experts to be involved in SMC processes, particularly in the case of rarer conditions. While the NDC, SMC and local ADTCs all have a good range of different clinical specialisms among their membership, to draw on in decision-making, this does not replace the need for expertise in the condition under consideration. At present, the only stage of SMC processes at which specific clinical expertise is utilised is the PACE process, and even in this sometimes clinicians are not expert in the individual condition. Patient representatives gave the example of the respiratory clinician at a PACE meeting relating to a cystic fibrosis medicine referring repeatedly to COPD, which in addition to being rather different clinically also significantly different psychosocial effects due to the major differences in the affected age group. 
However, patient representatives also expressed their concerns that in some cases, such as ultra orphan medicines, an appropriate level of clinical expertise is not available in Scotland, and in those cases it would be necessary to look to England or even continental Europe to ensure that decisions are made on the basis of all the necessary information and expertise. 
Patient representatives also felt strongly that, as with patient representatives, representative clinicians from the PACE meeting should also attend the SMC meeting for the same medicine, by teleconference if necessary, in order to answer any question or clarify information in their submission. SMC members have mentioned how useful the presence of the manufacturing company at the relevant meeting can be, to clarify any information in their submission, and the same reasoning supports the presence of specialist clinicians and patients. While acknowledging the SMC’s concerns, expressed at the workshop, that “one clinician’s perspective isn’t every clinician's’ perspective”, specific clinical knowledge of the condition under consideration should be accessible directly to the panel, and not only transmitted via the public partner as currently. 

  Local health board ADTCs and IPTR panels are currently significantly less transparent than the SMC, and this negatively impact on accountability and patient trust. Though Professor Swainson recommended that board ADTCs should demonstrate the engagement of their Patient and Public Forum in the work of the ADTC, implementation of this has been inconsistent. 

There should be patient representatives on Area Drugs and Therapeutics Committee and Individual Patient Treatment Request/Peer Approved Clinical System panels 
 

Expert clinicians and patients who have been involved in the Patient and Clinician Engagement process should attend the following Scottish Medicines Consortium meeting to answer questions 
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 Membership Available Online? Contains Patient or Public Voice? 
 ADTC IPTR Panel ADTC IPTR Panel 
NHS Ayrshire and Arran No Yes  N/A No  - mostly finance/management except one clinician 
NHS Borders Yes Yes - subcommittee of ADTC No - mostly clinicians and pharmacists No - mostly clinicians and pharmacists 
NHS Dumfries and Galloway Yes Yes No - mix clinicians/pharmacists and finance 

No 

NHS Fife Yes No No  N/A 
NHS Forth Valley Yes Yes Yes - 1 No 
NHS Grampian Job titles,  no names Job titles,  no names Yes, in theory No 
NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde Out of date info only Job titles,  no names No No 
NHS Highland No Job titles,  no names Yes No 
NHS Lanarkshire Yes Job titles,  no names Yes - 1 No 
NHS Lothian Yes Job titles,  no names Yes - 1 Yes - 1 “lay” 
NHS Orkney  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
NHS Shetland  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A 
NHS Tayside No No, egs only given  N/A No 
NHS Western Isles  N/A  N/A  N/A  N/A  
Though the majority of health boards do provide names of at least job titles of the membership of ADTCs and IPTR panels easily accessible on their websites, less than half of ADTCs contain a single PPV representative, and only one health board, NHS Lothian, has a PPV representative on their IPTR panel. This is contrary to the recommendations made in the Swainson Review that both ADTCs and IPTR panels should contain a member of the public drawn from the Board’s patient and public forum. In contrast, more than half the boards have at least one finance team member on their IPTR panel. 
As discussed previously with reference to the SMC, the quality of decision-making in these bodies, as well as their transparency and perceived trustworthiness, would benefit from the presence on the panel of representatives of both the patient community and the broader public. Given the stated purpose of both of these bodies, it is inappropriate that finance play a greater role in decision-making than PPV.  
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SMC policies recognise that orphan drugs may have a smaller clinical trials programme than medicines for more common conditions and, therefore, that less information than usual may be available to support evaluationreason for establishing the PACE process views to supplement clinical trial data. However, although the SMC does listen to the patient groupsstatements, as discussed above patient uncertain what part this data plays in decision making.
However, their policies state that in such circumstancesdetail is required in other sections of the submission, for example on the relevance of surrogate markers and the bto quality of life data58. This policy also provides the option in some circumstances to require a managed introduction of subsequent joint (NHS and manufacturing company) monitoring of the outcomes of an orphan medicine’s use. This, it has been suggested, might includeand, where relevant, a patient register. However, it appears that no medicines have as yet been approved on this basis. 
At our workshop patient representatives acknowledgemaking, and proposed a number of ways in which cost effectiveness of medicines could be increased without displacing QALYs from their position at the centre of SMC processes. One proposal was consideration of the hidden costs of long terms conditions within the NHS that are not usually considered in medicines health economics analysis, such as  savings due to reduced frequency of hospitalisations.  
The SMC’s location within Healthcare Improvement Scotland makes it ideally placed to consider innovative models of evaluating the clinical and cost effectiveness of medicines, particularly considering the role of the New Medicines Fund. SMC policies some circumstances to require a managed introduction with subsequent joint (NHS and manufacturing company) monitoring of the outcomes of an orphan medicine’s use. This, it has been suggested, might include specific clinical audit and, where relevant, a patient register. However, it appears that no medicines have as yet been approved on this basis.using real world outcomes and the digitisation of health rpresent a missed opportunity.  
The process also has no ability to temporarily pause assessment should additional data be required, which in several cases had lead to lengthy delays for resubmission.recommendations made in the Routledge Report (rimplemented. 

Greater clarity as to the role of patient responses in Scottish Medicines Consortium decision
necessary 
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that orphan drugs may have a smaller than medicines for more common and, therefore, that less information than usual may to support evaluation. This is the acknowledged reason for establishing the PACE process – to permit patient views to supplement clinical trial data. However, although the SMC does listen to the patient groups’ submissions and PACE patient representatives remain uncertain what part this data plays in decision making. 
However, their policies state that in such circumstances more detail is required in other sections of the submission, for on the relevance of surrogate markers and the basis for their selection, and how this relates This policy also provides the option in some circumstances to require a managed introduction of subsequent joint (NHS and manufacturing company) monitoring of the n medicine’s use. This, it has been suggested, might includeand, where relevant, a patient register. However, it appears that no medicines have as yet been 

At our workshop patient representatives acknowledged the reliance on costs per QALY making, and proposed a number of ways in which cost effectiveness of medicines could be increased without displacing QALYs from their position at the centre of SMC processes. One proposal was e hidden costs of long terms conditions within the NHS that are not usually considered in medicines health economics analysis, such as  savings due to reduced frequency of 

s location within Healthcare Improvement Scotland makes it ideally placed to consider innovative models of evaluating the clinical and cost effectiveness of medicines, particularly considering the role of the SMC policies provide the option in some circumstances to require a managed introduction with subsequent joint (NHS and manufacturing company) monitoring of the outcomes of an orphan medicine’s use. This, it has been suggested, might specific clinical audit and, where relevant, a patient register. However, it appears that no medicines have as yet been approved on this basis. The potential for longer term follow up research, using real world outcomes and the digitisation of health records to strengthen the evidence base, is at 

has no ability to temporarily pause assessment should additional data be required, which in several cases had lead to lengthy delays for resubmission. made in the Routledge Report (recommendation 4), however it has as yet not been 

Greater clarity as to the role of patient responses in Scottish Medicines Consortium decision-making is 
 

“A lot has changed in a short time, it’s transparent but we nePACE is beneficial”

Genetic Alliance UK 
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has no ability to temporarily pause assessment should additional data be required,  This was one of the 4), however it has as yet not been 

Greater clarity as to the role of patient responses in making is 

“A lot has changed in a short time, it’s transparent but we need to know if the PACE is beneficial” 
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  Patient representatives expressed concern as to the extent to which patient group submissions are taken into consideration in decision-making. They feel that, particularly with higher cost medicines, nothing they could say could change the negative decision. 
Patient representatives want to see how the SMC reviews and evaluates their submission, and how exactly they are taken into consideration. They suggested some form of monitoring or research, looking at exactly how the SMC members weigh different factors in making their decisions. They also asked for more clarity in DADs about whether there has been an improved PAS following a negative NDC, to bring greater transparency to reasons for refusal.   
It is important to note that we are not suggesting a system of weighting or modifiers based on PACE statements to be applied to calculated ICERs. Relying on further manipulation of QALYs, already an imperfect measure of patient health gain, does not achieve this and merely represents a reshuffling of existing priorities. 

  Patient representatives acknowledged that if the SMC was going to weigh their submissions more heavily, it is important for patient group submissions to be of high quality. Moreover, patient representatives felt that there was additional pressure on groups and individuals to provide high-quality patient evidence submissions due to the likely gaps in clinical trial data for rare disease treatments.  
Patient representatives felt that getting a valuable patient evidence submission was dependent on patient groups being encouraged to form and then being adequately supported throughout the evaluation process. Without this, there was concern that the patient voice would be absent from many evaluations. There was concern that for many rare diseases, patient groups are small, under resourced or may not exist at all. This situation is exacerbated by the SMC stated preference for patient evidence to come from within Scotland59, rather than also from other UK nations. Patient representatives recognised that financial input, as well as coordination and support, was required in order to enable new patient groups to form.   
In previous work on access to medicines in England, we found that patient groups had found the mentoring support available as part of the AGNSS evaluation process hugely valuable. Under this scheme, funding was available to contract an independent third-party to support patient groups in the development of their evidence submission. This would involve interviewing patients to capture their experience and communicating their responses professionally, without losing the strength of a personal testimony. From the experience of aHUS patient groups during the assessment of eculizumab by AGNSS, for example, it is clear that this support was valued particularly highly, being described as ‘indispensible’.  

Further and more comprehensive training and support for patient groups is necessary to ensure 
their submissions are of the highest possible quality  

The use and impact of the patient group submission 
should be communicated back to patient groups  

“Currently there is no evidence to show how 
effective PACE is – this would be useful.” 
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A number of patient representatives at our workshop had attended an SMC training day which they found helpful. These should be repeated and expanded: patient representatives felt that to appropriately engage with the evaluation process, it was not sufficient for patient groups to be trained in gathering patient evidence, but on all aspects of the work of the SMC. Training should be offered on a modular basis to both patient groups and clinicians, not only instructing these stakeholders on how to engage with medicines appraisal processes (SMC & ADTC), but also on more technical issues of HTA, such as evaluation of evidence. 

  Patient representatives were enthusiastic in support of the idea of expanding the SMC’s programme of PACE mentors, encouraging people with more experience in the process (other charities) to work with smaller groups to strengthen their engagement and submissions. They suggested that that it would be beneficial for a repository of patient groups’ submissions to be gathered and made available, so that patient groups can refer to it and consider what has been effective previously. At the workshop when this was suggested, representative of the SMC stated that they did not believe it would be appropriate for them to hold this repository, as they consider patient groups to have ownership of PACE statements. Consequently patient representatives suggested that Genetic Alliance UK might be a suitable organisation to gather this best practice collection. 

  With the exception of patients, every other person participating in the medicines appraisal process is salaried and expected to be there as a part of their professional role. The patient is not in a salaried position with reference to participation in SMC or ADTC processes, and may indeed be losing money as a result of having to take time off work. This does not include those who may have salaried positions with, for example patient organisations. 
In those cases where it may be necessary for a medicines appraisal body to hear the case for why a medicine should be made available, patient representatives were keen to ensure the patient voice was heard. If the SMC and local health boards really think that patient input is important then they should not put individuals at a financial disadvantage in order to provide this source of advice.  
Patient groups in the rare disease field are often very small and poorly resourced. Participating in SMC and ADTC processes is very time consuming, which can be problematic for organisations with few or even no paid staff. Additionally, the process of gathering evidence of the standard required by the SMC can be very expensive. Financial support to provide this would be an important demonstration of the reality of their commitment to patient voice. 

Patient representatives should be reimbursed for attending meetings as well as for the cost of 
developing evidence  

A repository of patient groups’ submissions should 
be compiled to act as a learning tool  
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For a second year in a row, in 2015/16 the Scottish Government again announced the doublingmoney available to fund new medicines through the New Medicines Fund to £80m60 and then Additionally for 2015/16 the Scottish Government has taken a different approach and allocated the funds to territorial NHS Boards, according to the Scottish Resource Allocation formulaThe Scottish Government has stated that there is scope for further allocations to be made to NHS Boards in 2015/16 and have reportedly asked NHS Boards to inform the Scottish Government immediately if they have any concerns about their funding allocation being sufficient to meet their anticipated expenditure. 
However, contrary to what is widely reported, we increases in the fund are not due to increased allocation, but rather an underspend rolling over
We understand that the original purpose of the RCMF/NMF was to act as a bridge to vaassessment63, and was only intended to continue for a short period of time. Now that it seems that value-based assessment has fallen completely off the agenda, the Scottish government and the rare disease community will need to consider the futurecontinue to exist as a managed access fund in the medium term, it is necessary to consider whether it is effective and producing the intended effects.
Patient representatives also had concerns about the sustagained from a single source, the PPRS rebate, which the Scottish Government has no role in setting. The lack of guidance on the use of NMF fund also means that we do not yet know how long a new medicine will continue to be NMF funded following a recommendation by the SMC, which also is likely to affect the sustainability of the fund. We hope the upcoming reviews will address these important issues, as well as the long term sustainability of the fund.

The New Medicines Fund should be retained with 
increased transparency on its use 
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For a second year in a row, in 2015/16 the Scottish Government again announced the doubling of the amount of money available to fund new medicines through the New and then from £80m to £90m61. itionally for 2015/16 the Scottish Government has taken a different approach and allocated the funds to territorial NHS Scottish Resource Allocation formula. The Scottish Government has stated that there is scope for tions to be made to NHS Boards in 2015/16 and have reportedly asked NHS Boards to inform the Scottish Government immediately if they have any concerns about their funding allocation being sufficient to meet their anticipated 

to what is widely reported, we have been informed that the year on year increases in the fund are not due to increased allocation, but rather an underspend rolling over
We understand that the original purpose of the RCMF/NMF was to act as a bridge to vaand was only intended to continue for a short period of time. Now that it seems that based assessment has fallen completely off the agenda, the Scottish government and the rare disease community will need to consider the future of the fund. Since it appears that the NMF may continue to exist as a managed access fund in the medium term, it is necessary to consider whether it is effective and producing the intended effects. 
Patient representatives also had concerns about the sustainability of the fund, given the funding is gained from a single source, the PPRS rebate, which the Scottish Government has no role in setting. The lack of guidance on the use of NMF fund also means that we do not yet know how long a new inue to be NMF funded following a recommendation by the SMC, which also is likely to affect the sustainability of the fund. We hope the upcoming reviews will address these important issues, as well as the long term sustainability of the fund. 

The New Medicines Fund should be retained with 
increased transparency on its use 
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The New Medicines Fund should be retained with 
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  Patient representatives were astonished to hear that the New Medicines Fund had been underspent, as there had been very little information made publically available about the fund and what it was being spent on, other than the regular announcements of increased amounts. For example, it is not clear whether the underspend is due to a lack of applications or to refusals. Attendees also had questions about how long the NMF would continue to fund a medicine after SMC approval, and whether this was intended to become sustainable due to increased funding availability for new orphan/end of life medicines resulting in more SMC approvals, and therefore a corresponding reduction in IPTR/GPTR applications. As a patient representative said at the workshop, at the time of the reviews there was no call from patients for a specified medicines fund, “but we got it anyway”. There was widespread support among patient representatives for the fund to be retained, but with clarity and transparency on where funds are coming from, and what exactly funds are being spent on. We understand that the Scottish Government has been reluctant to publish information of this kind due to concerns about commercial confidentiality, however patients are frustrated by the lack of information on the fund and its usage. 

The Scottish Government should publish annual reports detailing how New Medicines Fund funds 
are being spent  

The down sides of ring fenced funds Genetic Alliance UK does not support the use of ring-fenced funding to maintain access to medicines and services for rare diseases, or for any group of patients. We believe that the best means to ensure that all patients are able to access effective medicines and services on the NHS is by establishing a system for evaluating and commissioning them that is timely, transparent and fair to all.  
Ring-fenced funds make it more difficult to adapt resource allocation to patient need. Once a ring-fenced budget is put in place, it becomes much harder to justify either increasing or decreasing the amount of money allocated for that purpose. This means that is possible for either too little or too much of the limited NHS budget to be spent on one group of patients or type of condition. As a result, those patients whose medicines or services are financed by the fund may not receive the care or medication they require, or alternatively, they may receive disproportionately more while other patients, whose medicines or services are not paid for by the fund, lose out. 
The eligibility criteria for a fund will by necessity rule out some treatments or conditions and it is possible that some patients will find themselves falling between the gaps of all the funding pots and unable to access any medicines or services. There is also the risk that a medicine or service won’t be commissioned and paid by one ring-fenced fund on the assumption that it will be captured by an alternative fund. 
If medicines and services are paid for by a number of distinct funding pots it is likely that each will have their own criteria regarding cost-effectiveness. This can mean that potentially unfair and inconsistent decisions are made if one ring-fenced fund considers a medicine to be cost-effective when consideration through another’s process would not have found it to be. As a result patients may be unable to access an effective medicine for their condition on the grounds of cost while a less effective medicine for a different condition is made available. 
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  Patient representatives supported the NMF being returned to its previous form as a single ring-fenced fund rather than allocated to individual health boards. This is primarily for reasons of accountability- given the difficulty monitoring the spending of the NMF at a national level, there are concerns that the allocations will vanish into health board budgets and any money not spent not enforced as being retained for orphan, ultra-orphan and end of life patients.  
For this reason, if the NMF is to be retained, it is preferable that it be a single fund rather than risking multiplying these negative aspects of ring-fenced fund with multiple separate funds in each territorial health board. 
Patient representatives acknowledged that the requirement for health boards claiming back funds from the NMF had been seen as a barrier to uptake, which is why the funds were being allocated to health boards up front. However, they felt that this could be addressed by other means and was not worth the additional accountability challenges. 
Another plausible contributor to decreased uptake of the fund are the reports patient representatives have received of very different levels of awareness of the fund, at health board level and among clinicians. The lack of any published guidance about the fund may have lead to clinicians not understanding that the funding was available, and so not putting IPTR applications. This could be addressed via the training and support for clinicians on IPTRs proposed elsewhere in this charter. 

  We understand that the full budget of £90 million has been allocated to territorial health boards for 2016/17. Given the lack of transparency around how the NMF has been used so far and the current budgetary challenges in the NHS in Scotland, patients are concerned that health boards should be monitored carefully in how they use these funds.  
We understand that the funding allocation was made on the basis of anticipated expenditure (for example where treatment is continuing into this year) with the remainder allocated on the basis of NRAC to allocate a best estimate of likely expenditure64. However, as patient representatives pointed out at our workshop, familial clustering in genetic conditions means that some areas will have more patients with a certain condition than others, while other areas have none.  
For the NMF to operate as intended to increase access to new medicines for rare conditions and operated as an effective risk sharing scheme, allocations must be rapidly adjustable according to the actual levels of need in each area. It is vital that the method of distributing the fund not create a regional approach with regional access differences, as this is completed contrary to the established purpose of the fund. We would also urge the Scottish government to expedite distribution of the as yet unpublished guidance on the use of NMF funds, to further improve accountability. 

The use of New Medicines Fund funds by local 
health boards should be monitored  

The New Medicines Fund should be retained as a single ring-fenced fund, not allocated to local health 
boards  

“If you are going to have ring fenced funds this should be centralised - centralised funding would spread the risk 
of poor management of the funds” 
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In its response to the Health & Sport Committee Inquiry, the Scottish Government stated that it believes that the procedure for accessing drugs in exceptional prescribing circumstances, when all other treatments have beeexhausted, should be clearly linked to clinical opinion. It proposed replacing the IPTR/GPTR system with a new system of “Peer Approved Clinical System” (PACS) to be in place May 2014 i.e. at same time as PACE. This would be administered locally (i.e. within NHS territorial Boards) but within a national framework, and be audited by Healthcare Improvement Scotland. The new system was intended to focus on patient outcomes, and have a reduced reliance on individual requests for medicines. The change was due system the requirement for ‘exceptionality’ unfaintended to be addressed by the inquiry and review. 
Group Patient Treatment Requests (GPTRs) were introduced as a result of one of the proposals contained in the Swainson report. GPTRs involve a system whereby the relevant specialists get together on behalf of the group of patients whom they lafter, if they share common characteristics, and make a single application on behalf of that group, rather than each patient having to go through an individual application.one GPTR made, the cystic fibrosis medicine ivacaftmade or accepted. It is not clear whether this is a channel that the Scottish Government intendcontinue, or if this was a response to the specific circumstances affecting ivacaftor. Therebe a lack of transparency on this matter and 
The Scottish Government have chosen to delay the introduction of PACS and to pilot the scheme in the first instance65. It should be noted that formal guidance on PACS has ythat there are no publicly availableGovernment issued temporary guidance for IPTRs, SGHD/CMO (2013)20the concept of exceptionality shoulbut should be primarily about the individual clinical case. In addition, IPTR panels should exercise flexibility in their decision making in recognition of the issues highlighted in the HealCommittee Report, and of the fact that the system was entering a period of transition to a new clinically led peer review process. This document emphasised that patients should not be adversely impacted by this transition. 
Patient representatives told us that they are finding the interim phase an improvement on previous IPTR arrangements, as it features a combination of added funding (in the form of the NMF) (the removal, in principle at least, of the exceptionality requirement) which they are finding is slightly increasing patient access via this route. However they are also frustrated with the lack of 

Clarity on the process and timeframe of the transition 
to Peer Approved Clinical System 
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In its response to the Health & Sport Committee Inquiry, the Scottish Government stated that it believes that the procedure for accessing drugs in exceptional prescribing circumstances, when all other treatments have been exhausted, should be clearly linked to clinical opinion. It proposed replacing the IPTR/GPTR system with a new system of “Peer Approved Clinical System” (PACS) to be in place May 2014 i.e. at same time as PACE. This would be thin NHS territorial Boards) but within a national framework, and be audited by Healthcare Improvement Scotland. The new system was intended to focus on patient outcomes, and have a reduced reliance on individual requests for medicines. The change was due to the fact that under the previous system the requirement for ‘exceptionality’ unfairly disadvantaged rare diseaseaddressed by the inquiry and review.  
Group Patient Treatment Requests (GPTRs) were introduced as a result of one of the proposals contained in the Swainson report. GPTRs involve a system whereby the relevant specialists get together on behalf of the group of patients whom they look after, if they share common characteristics, and make a single application on behalf of that group, rather than each patient having to go through an individual application. To date there has only been one GPTR made, the cystic fibrosis medicine ivacaftor, since which there have been no further GPTR s not clear whether this is a channel that the Scottish Government intendif this was a response to the specific circumstances affecting ivacaftor. Therea lack of transparency on this matter and appropriate guidance should be published.
The Scottish Government have chosen to delay the introduction of PACS and to pilot the scheme in the . It should be noted that formal guidance on PACS has yet to be issued publicly and publicly available timescales for its introduction. In the interim, the Scottish Government issued temporary guidance for IPTRs, SGHD/CMO (2013)2066, which rethe concept of exceptionality should not be a factor in any IPTR under consideration in local boards but should be primarily about the individual clinical case. In addition, IPTR panels should exercise flexibility in their decision making in recognition of the issues highlighted in the HealCommittee Report, and of the fact that the system was entering a period of transition to a new clinically led peer review process. This document emphasised that patients should not be adversely 

Patient representatives told us that they are finding the interim phase an improvement on previous IPTR arrangements, as it features a combination of added funding (in the form of the NMF) and added leniency (the removal, in principle at least, of the exceptionality requirement) which they are finding is slightly increasing patient access via this route. However they are also frustrated with the lack of 

Clarity on the process and timeframe of the transition 
Peer Approved Clinical System is urgently needed

“The stress of waiting for an answer is 
worse than having an 

“IPTR is still a postcode lottery, but at least 
now there is some money behind it.”

Genetic Alliance UK 
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transparency around the delay in starting the transition to PACS and its reasons, as well as the lack of clarity around what that process will involve. Patient representatives have frequently told us that the stress of waiting for an answer is worse than an immediate refusal, and this principle also applies to process change. 

  We were informed by the head of medicines at the Scottish Government that a pilot of the PACS process for ultra-orphan medicines is being undertaken in NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde67. This is testing an approach for ultra-orphan medicines considered by SMC under their new framework for these medicines. This pilot will test the change from the revised IPTR system alongside the review of how the new ultra-orphan framework at SMC is delivering increased access to ultra-orphan drugs for patients. As the pilot develops initial outcomes will inform further roll out in other areas and the development of information resources specifically for patients. The particular changes being tested through this pilot are: 
 The focus on capturing measurable clinical benefit and monitoring of outcomes and adverse events.  The approach of the prescribing clinician leading on seeking peer support on an individual patient basis.  The use of a panel of clinicians to provide oversight of the cases put forward and the consistency this delivers. 
However, there is very little information available about this pilot and when the anticipated transition will occur. It is also unclear whether there has been any patient engagement in the pilot process. 
This uncertainty is leading to poorer outcomes for patients. For example, at a our workshop a patient representative told us of how they had intended to put in an IPTR application in early 2014, but had decided to wait to make the application until PACS had been brought in in May 2014 as promised. Some 18 months later they are still waiting, and have been unable to access the medicine they need during this time. 

  Patient representatives told us that even 18 months after the interim IPTR guidelines had been published, a number of health boards were still using either guidance or forms that referred for the need for applicants to be exceptional. It was suggested that this may be due to health boards also expecting the imminent arrival of PACS, and so opting not to make significant changes to their documentation for what was anticipated to be a very short interim period. 

No health board should be using eligibility criteria 
based on exceptionality during the interim period  

Details on the Peer Approved Clinical System pilot currently ongoing, the system being tested and 
timescales are urgently needed  

“An 18 month pilot is far too long to go without communications about progress” 
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Training and support should be provided to all relevant clinicians on a modular basis, to ensure that they are knowledgeable and confident engaging with Individual Patient Treatment Request/Peer Approved Clinical System processes on behalf of their patients 

However, whatever the reason for the apparent retention by some health boards of eligibility criteria based on exceptionality, this is in breach of the law, and is also likely to negatively affect patients by discouraging possibly eligible patients and their clinicians from making applications. 
 

 
 
 
 
 Patient representatives expressed frustration with the vastly differing levels of knowledge and experience shown by clinicians who have made IPTR applications, and were concerned about how this could lead to patients who are suitable to benefit being unable to access a medicine. Patient representatives reported hearing from clinicians how time consuming and challenging they find the IPTR application process. Far from decisions being made based on the clinical opinion of experts in the specific condition and the affected individual, clinicians report feeling as if they are on trial. This perceived devaluing of expert clinical opinion is undoubtedly reducing trust in the fairness of the system among patients and clinicians, and is also likely to have reduced the number of applications being made by the very patient populations that are most suitable to utilise this process. 
Provision of suitable training and support to applying clinicians as and when they find themselves in the position of needing it, would increase confidence and ensure that IPTR processes are being directed at the most appropriate patient populations, rather than disproportionately accessed by those patients with the most savvy clinicians. Patient representatives felt that targeted training of this type would be an appropriate use of some of the New Medicines Fund underspend. Another suggestion would be to have a support officer in place regionally to offer advice to clinicians and support patients through, and coordinate, the IPTR/PACS process, in a similar manner to what the Patient Involvement Team do for SMC. 

  Patient representatives firmly believed that decisions of access to medicines for individual patients should be based on the clinical opinion of experts in the specific condition. They questioned whether IPTR panels in local health boards had access to this level of expertise, particularly in the case of rarer conditions, where in many cases there is at most one truly expert clinicians in that condition in the whole of Scotland, and frequently not even that many. Decisions made by clinicians who are not experts in the specific rare condition are likely to underestimate the seriousness and impact of the condition, and may also have unrealistic understandings of the course of deterioration of affected individuals. 
Patient representative did raise concerns about the processes involved in a peer support process, particularly if any system relies on networks that clinicians have. This reliance on the resources of 

Under the new system, decisions should be made on the basis of the opinion of clinical experts rather than solely on the knowledge of Individual Patient Treatment Request panels 
 

“IPTR panels are very time consuming and challenging for clinicians – they feel like they are on trial!” 
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individual clinicians would be a weakness and introduce inequities as not all clinicians will have these networks in place, for example if they are newly qualified or have moved to Scotland from another country and don't have those networks established. 

  Patient representatives supported the idea that IPTR/PACS decision-making be at a level higher than individual health boards, such as regionally. This is because of the concerns about availability of suitable expertise outlined above. Several expressed the opinion that an ideal system would be one where decisions regarding all patients with a condition are made by a specialist clinical centre for all Scotland. However, it is not entirely clear whether this would address the challenges faced by patients with conditions so rare that there is no specialist clinical centre for that condition in Scotland. Additionally, this proposal risks duplicating the appraisal processes carried out so efficiently by the SMC. It also would likely disincentivise companies from making a submission to the SMC, as it would be perceived as a less difficult route administratively and evidentially. 
For this reason we propose that the best method to address the lack of specialist clinical expertise in rare conditions at health board level, is to encourage IPTR/GPTR/PACS panels (as well as ADTCs more broadly) to call on the expertise of a list of experts similar to that used by the SMC in gathering evidence for its decisions. 
Should this be implemented, serious consideration would need to be given to the criteria used to determine whether an individual is an appropriate expert, as well as to how best to both encourage experts to contribute their time to decisions made about patients they are not directly treating, as well as how to enforce local health boards requesting and adequately weighing such expertise. 
  

Consideration should be given to whether decision-making should be centralised to avoid issues of 
geographical inequity  
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SGHD/CMO(2012)1 directed that NHS Boards are expected to reach a decision on an SMC medicine within 90 days of the issue of SMC advice to NHS Boards68. The letter acknowledged some circumstances in which a degree of flexibility in relation to the time frame might be permissible e.g. to allow for training; premises requirements; testing etc. If the delay was due to an SMC accepted medicine requiring a protocol for its use to be in place before it could be made avathe letter stated that this should normally be within the 90 day period. If the required protocol could not be in place within this timeframe then the formulary advice needs to be updated once the protocol has been agreed, however tletter also required all NHS Boards of the decision being reached. 
The most recent report monitoring implementation of SGHD/CMO(2012)1 was publishe2013, at which time the authors found that all respondents had made a decision on all of the 23 medicines reviewed and the average percentage uptake of SMC accepted medicines on to the 12 boards’ formularies was 74%69. Of those not included, the Drug and Therapeutic Committees (ADTCs) was that clinicians did not support formulary inclusion. Ten NHS boards used the CMO framework to categorise their decisions. In addition, 87% of all the decisions made by all NHS boards on all medicines were made within the required 90 days, with four boards making 100% of its decisions in 90 days.
In investigating the subsequent reporting of these local decisions, the authors identified that 70% of the NHS boards published their decisions within the required 14 days. Given the timing of the data collection exercise immediately after the introduction of the CMO, this suggests a relatively rapid adoption of the requirement to publish, with most NHS boards choosing to present their idefined. However, as of January 2016, one health board (NHS Lanarkshire) was still not using the CMO framework categories70. We also found that it was common for health boards to list a medicine on their local formularies as “pending protocol”with a more substantive decision at a later date.
Our investigations of formulary uptake revealed that a greater proportion of medicines eligible for PACE were accepted by local health boardsIndeed, formulary uptake, both in the rare disease area and more generally, remains patchy and inconsistent. 
While the six standard categories of SGHD/CMO(2012)1 may have been an improvement on the previous system, category 4 in particular (clinicians do not support) above review, this was the most common reason for not including, given for 13% new medicines.
Although there have been several reports of delays and variations in formulary uptake in the more common disease areas, rare disease patient representatives told us that they are not particularly concerned about formulary uptake. This is likely because so 

Careful monitoring of health board uptake of new 
medicines to local formularies may be necessary 
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SGHD/CMO(2012)1 directed that NHS Boards are expected to reach a decision on an SMC accepted medicine within 90 days of the issue of SMC advice to NHS The letter acknowledged some circumstances in e of flexibility in relation to the time frame might be permissible e.g. to allow for training; premises requirements; testing etc. If the delay was due to an SMC accepted medicine requiring a protocol for its use to be in place before it could be made available for routine use, the letter stated that this should normally be within the 90 day period. If the required protocol could not be in place within this timeframe then the formulary advice needs to be updated once the protocol has been agreed, however this should not be standard procedure.NHS Boards to publish on their website all formulary decision

The most recent report monitoring implementation of SGHD/CMO(2012)1 was publishe2013, at which time the authors found that all respondents had made a decision on all of the 23 medicines reviewed and the average percentage uptake of SMC accepted medicines on to the 12 . Of those not included, the most common reason given by the Area Drug and Therapeutic Committees (ADTCs) was that clinicians did not support formulary inclusion. Ten NHS boards used the CMO framework to categorise their decisions. In addition, 87% of all the boards on all medicines were made within the required 90 days, with four boards making 100% of its decisions in 90 days. 
In investigating the subsequent reporting of these local decisions, the authors identified that 70% of decisions within the required 14 days. Given the timing of the data collection exercise immediately after the introduction of the CMO, this suggests a relatively rapid adoption of the requirement to publish, with most NHS boards choosing to present their iHowever, as of January 2016, one health board (NHS Lanarkshire) was still not using the We also found that it was common for health boards to list a medicine on their local formularies as “pending protocol” within the required timeframe, and then follow this up with a more substantive decision at a later date. 
Our investigations of formulary uptake revealed that a greater proportion of medicines eligible for PACE were accepted by local health boards than for all medicines, but that this is not true in all cases. Indeed, formulary uptake, both in the rare disease area and more generally, remains patchy and 

While the six standard categories of SGHD/CMO(2012)1 may have been an improvement on the evious system, category 4 in particular (clinicians do not support) is not very clear. At time of the above review, this was the most common reason for not including, given for 13% new medicines.
Although there have been several reports of delays and variations in formulary uptake in the more common disease areas, rare disease patient representatives told us that they are not particularly concerned about formulary uptake. This is likely because so few rare disease medicines have up until 
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his should not be standard procedure. The formulary decisions within 14 days 

The most recent report monitoring implementation of SGHD/CMO(2012)1 was published in April 2013, at which time the authors found that all respondents had made a decision on all of the 23 medicines reviewed and the average percentage uptake of SMC accepted medicines on to the 12 most common reason given by the Area Drug and Therapeutic Committees (ADTCs) was that clinicians did not support formulary inclusion. Ten NHS boards used the CMO framework to categorise their decisions. In addition, 87% of all the boards on all medicines were made within the required 90 days, with four 

In investigating the subsequent reporting of these local decisions, the authors identified that 70% of decisions within the required 14 days. Given the timing of the data collection exercise immediately after the introduction of the CMO, this suggests a relatively rapid adoption of the requirement to publish, with most NHS boards choosing to present their information as However, as of January 2016, one health board (NHS Lanarkshire) was still not using the We also found that it was common for health boards to list a medicine within the required timeframe, and then follow this up 

Our investigations of formulary uptake revealed that a greater proportion of medicines eligible for all medicines, but that this is not true in all cases. Indeed, formulary uptake, both in the rare disease area and more generally, remains patchy and 

While the six standard categories of SGHD/CMO(2012)1 may have been an improvement on the not very clear. At time of the above review, this was the most common reason for not including, given for 13% new medicines. 
Although there have been several reports of delays and variations in formulary uptake in the more common disease areas, rare disease patient representatives told us that they are not particularly few rare disease medicines have up until 

Careful monitoring of health board uptake of new 
medicines to local formularies may be necessary 
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now been appraised and recommended by the SMC, i.e. this is not the crisis point. However, a careful watch should be kept on this issue, as this stage may become more of an issue as more rare disease medicines make it to this point in the access pipeline. 

  Patient representatives expressed doubt about the value of a full reappraisal of each medicine recommended by the SMC at the ADTC of each health board to determine whether it would be added to local formularies. Citing the consistent problems with availability of appropriately specialised clinical expertise, patient representatives suggested access to rare disease medicines should be streamlined to avoid this repetition. This could most efficiently be done by making SMC recommendations on orphan, ultra orphan and end of life medicines binding on health boards.  
There is a precedent for this in the Scottish context, as previously SMC could designate an innovative medicine for a condition where there are no other treatment options as “unique”71, which required that boards introduce it within three months. This was removed by SGHD/CMO(2012)1 in 2012 as there had only been one such designation, however this was a result of the unreasonably high requirement for this designation rather than evidence of appropriate levels of formulary uptake of innovative medicines72.  

 
Patient representatives at our workshop praised the SMC website as clear and easy to use, though some sections were not entirely up to date. In contrast, many local health board websites are extremely challenging to navigate. It is important that up to date information about the work of area drug and therapeutics committees and local formularies be published in a transparent and easily accessible manner. Unfortunately in the vast majority of cases information about medicines is difficult to find and understand. Organisational websites are the primary, and sometimes only, source of contact between an organisation and members of the public. It is therefore necessary that it contains the most up-to-date information, explained in a straightforward manner on a site that can be easily navigated.  
Medicines represent a small but important part of the work of local health boards and are of particular interest both to the patients directly affected by commissioning decisions as well as the wider public due to the proportion of the total NHS budget spent on prescription medicines. Without an effective website, both patients and the public are left in the dark. 
  

All health boards need to improve the accessibility 
of their websites to increase transparency  

Serious examination of the option of making Scottish Medicines Consortium recommendations on orphan, ultra orphan and end of life medicines binding for health boards may be necessary 
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Conclusion 
Genetic Alliance UK would like to commend both Scottish Government and SMC for their continued commitment to improve access to medicines for rare disease in Scotland. Since the Health and Sport Committee published its findings in 2013, transparency and public involvement in SMC have improved considerably. The changes as a result of the review and inquiry have been a valuable step forward in raising awareness and understanding of how evidence is assessed and interpreted by SMC, and providing patient groups with an opportunity to witness the way in which their contributions, through the Patient Interest Group Submission and Patient and Clinician Engagement (PACE) meeting, are represented.  
The steps taken to date appear to have contributed to an increase in number of approvals of medicines for rare diseases, although it is difficult to assess to what extent this is result of the changes that have been implemented. Whilst acknowledging important changes at SMC and IPTRs, it is also important to recognise that there is still scope for greater change and to increase access to new medicines in Scotland. We hope that local health boards will follow the excellent lead set by the SMC and improve transparency and accountability. 
However, it is necessary to temper this mood of cautious optimism. The NHS in Scotland, and the Scottish Government more generally, will be facing a substantially more challenging economic climate going forward than has been the case during much of this period of reform. We are deeply concerned about the potential impact of these budget issues on access to treatments for patients with rare diseases. 
The SMC has already been struggling to keep up with new medicines, a capacity issue that has, for example, led to the decision not to follow the recommendation to enable a medicine to be considered in the absence of a company submission. SMC guidance states that when it is necessary to prioritise submissions for assessment the factors taken into account are such that medicines for rare conditions are likely to be prioritised, due to the high level of unmet need. 
The Scottish Government and population have repeatedly demonstrated their support for increasing access to medicines for patients living with life-limiting rare diseases. Genetic Alliance UK would like to take this opportunity to emphasise the importance of retaining impetus in this programme after the coming election, to ensure that all patients living with rare diseases receive access to appropriate treatment and support, including innovative medicines. 
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Acronym Buster 
ABPI Association of British Pharmaceutical Industry 
ADTC Area Drug and Therapeutics Committee 
DAD Detailed Advice Document 
EMA European Medicines Agency 
GPTR Group Patient Treatment Request 
HIS Healthcare Improvement Scotland 
HRQL Health Related Quality of Life 
HST Highly Specialised Technology 
HSUV Health State Utility Values 
ICER Incremental Cost Effectiveness Ratio 
IPTR Individual Patient Treatment Request 
IRP Independent Review Panel 
MHRA Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency 
MTA Multiple Technology Appraisal 
NDC New Drugs Committee 
NICE National Institute for Health and Care Excellence 
NPAF New Product Assessment Form 
ODRSS Orphan Drugs Risk Share Scheme 
PACE Patient and Clinical Engagement 
PACS Peer Approved Clinical System  
PAS Patient Access Scheme 
PASAG Patient Access Scheme Assessment Group 
POM Prescription Only Medicine 
PPRS Pharmaceutical Price Regulation Scheme 
QALY Quality Adjusted Life Year 
RCMF Rare Conditions Medicines Fund 
SIGN Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network 
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SMC Scottish Medicines Consortium 
STA Single Technology Appraisal 
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Annexes and References 
To save paper, the annexes and references for this document can be found at: www.geneticalliance.org.uk/scottishcharter.htm 
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